Business Ethics
1. Honesty
Company believes and wants that all its executives should be truthful to people
involved. They should not intentionally mislead or deceive others by distorting
information, exaggerating or giving partial truth to any person, company, Vendor,
Contractor those involved directly, indirectly with the Company or its Distributors,
Channel Partners. Nor should they discriminate against people by doing or abstaining
from doing something required to be done.
2. Integrity
Company executives should exhibit their personal integrity and courage to uphold
their convictions by doing things they perceive as right despite pressures favoring the
opposite. They should be respectable, impartial, and committed to their principles and
the standards procedures set by the company. They should fight for their beliefs and
never compromise their principles for any objective that would turn them into
deceivers or immoral persons that can harm the Image of not only themselves but
also of the Company.
3. Trust worthiness
Executives should disclose and provide related information, as well as correct any
misunderstanding on facts. They should try in every proper way to fulfill their
promises. They should not abuse technical or legal interpretation as an excuse not to
cooperate or comply with contractual obligations.
4. Loyalty
Company executives should exhibit their loyalty to the company by dedicating
themselves to their respective duties and to its people by providing support and
assistance whenever required. They should not use or disclose confidential
information for personal advantage. On the contrary, they should maintain the ability
to make decisions independently as professionals, avoiding inappropriate conduct
and conflict of interest, as well as being faithful to the company and their colleagues.
If the executives intend to leave and work somewhere else, they should notify
appropriately in advance and treat the company information as important and
confidential. The Company believes that its employees should not exploit their former
positions for their own benefit.
5. Fairness
All the Company executives are expected to be fair and just towards all people. They
should not use their power deliberately, neither should they resort to cheating or
inappropriate tactics to obtain or maintain benefits or advantages from misled or
distressed people. Fair-minded executives should disclose the agreements set for
consideration and treat everyone equally, be open to disagreeable opinions, willing to
admit the mistakes they make, and ready to shift positions and beliefs to appropriate
and correct ones, if the situation demands. The Company wants all its Employees to
be fair and Just and do what is right and not in any manner harm the interest of the
Company by indulging in Unfair Practices.

6. Concern for others
Company wants that its executives should be considerate, sympathetic, kind, and
should always have good intention in whatever they do, executives should provide
the help that any person in the organization needs. They should also pursue proper
means to achieving business objectives in a way that the business objectives are
aligned with the objectives and interests of people.
7. Respect for International Human Rights Principles
Company executives should mutually respect each other’s honor, freedom, privacy,
legal and human rights, as well as the interests of stakeholders. In making their
decisions, executives should be gentle and treat everyone as equal without
discrimination by gender, class, or race. The Company requires that all of its
directors, the management and staff strictly respect International human rights
principles as part of the operations and the Company does not tolerate any violations
thereof.
8. Commitment to Excellence
Executives should excel in their performance, i.e., should be equipped with
knowledge, be prepared, and should work hard to enhance knowledge and skills to
cope with every issue under one’s responsibilities. That comes along with the Job.
9. Leadership
All executives should be aware of their own responsibilities and leadership
requirements and should seek and comply with code of conduct models that would
benefit themselves and the organization. They should also attempt to create an
environment in which principles and ethical decision-making are given utmost
importance. They are expected to create a good atmosphere and positive attitude in
their Job and at the place of the Job.
10. Reputation and Morale
All executives are expected to create and defend company’s reputation, as well as
employees’ morale, by singly and collectively avoiding any action that would hurt the
inter-relation between the company and employees. On the other hand, all
employees must singly and collectively do everything necessary to correct and
prevent any wrongdoing committed by others.
11. Accountability
Executives should be aware of, and accountable in following ethics when making any
decision and omission for the company, themselves, their colleagues, and the
community.
12. Policy on Compliance with the Law and Relevant Rules and Regulations
The Company is committed to complying with all relevant laws, rules and regulations
everywhere it operates and has established the policies as follows:
• Directors, executives and staff must comply with local laws, rules, regulations as
well as customs and traditions of the country in which the Company operates.
• Directors, executives and staff must comply with the Company’s rules and
regulations.
• Directors, executives and staff must not assist, support or conspire to avoid any
legal or regulatory compliance.

• Directors, executives and staff must cooperate with supervisory agencies as well as
report information on violation of or non-compliance with existing laws or
regulations to concerned persons.
13. Policy on Conflict of Interests
The Company has set up an important policy concerning the conflict of interests and
related transactions for Directors, Executives and staff as laid down under the
following guidelines:
• Avoid any transaction related to oneself, which may lead to a conflict of interest with
the Company.
• If it is necessary to carry out such transaction for the Company’s benefit, conduct it
as if it is a transaction done with a third party. However, any such transaction must
be fully disclosed and approved by the relevant authority within the Company in
advance. Furthermore, Directors and Executives or staff having an interest in a
transaction must not be involved in its approval process.
• If a transaction is considered as a related party transaction under the any
notification, Director, Executive and staff must strictly comply with the rules and
procedures regarding information disclosure by listed companies for such
transactions.
• If a Director, Executive, staff or a member of their family is involved with or
becomes a shareholder in a business in competition with the Company or any other
business that may cause a conflict of interest with the Company, he/she must
inform the Board in writing.
• If a Director, Executive and staff becomes a Director, partner, advisor or participant
in any other capacity in another company or business organization, such position
must not conflict with the Company’s business or that person’s direct
responsibilities in the Company.
14. Policy on Confidentiality of Information
The Company has set up an important policy concerning the use of information of the
Company in compliance with Good Corporate Governance and relevant regulations.
The Company has advised the Directors, Executives and staff to focus on confidential
information especially internal information not yet disclosed to public or any data or
information that may affect the business of the Company or its Integrity. The
guidelines are as follows:
• Directors, executives and staff must not use information they receive from their
directorships or employment for personal benefit or for conducting business or other
activities in competition with the Company.
• Directors, executives and staff must not use information which is not generally
known to the Public.
• Directors, executives and staff must not disclose business secrets to any third party
especially to competitors even after a Director, Executive or staff member has left
the Company.

15. Policy on safeguarding Company Property
The Company expects executives and staff to utilize the Company’s resources and
assets in a most efficient manner, to increase corporate competitiveness and to
provide the best possible service to its customers in accordance with the following
guidelines:
• Executives and staff should use the Company’s resources and assets in a costefficient manner for maximum benefit of the Company.
• Executives and staff should help protect the Company’s properties and assets from
improper depreciation or loss.
• Provide and follow proper preventive systems and procedures and effectively insure
the same against any fire, natural calamities, burglary and other risk or damage.
16. Policy on Giving and Receiving Gifts and Gratuities
The Company has guidelines concerning the giving and receiving gifts and gratuities
as follows:
• Executives and staff are prohibited from demanding or receiving any benefit from
trading parties or other external parties with whom the Company is doing business.
• Executives and staff are strictly prohibited from offering any benefit to any trading
parties or other external parties in any attempt to persuade them to commit a
fraudulent action.
• Executive and staff should refrain from giving/receiving gifts or gratuities from any
trading parties or other external parties with whom the Company is doing business.
Gifts given or received during festive occasions are excluded from this requirement
provided that they have an appropriate value (not exceeding Rs500 per person in
aggregate) and are not related to any business commitment.
17. Ethics for Intellectual Properties Rights
The Company requires that all of its directors, the management and staff respect the
intellectual property rights of others with care and caution
18. Policy on preventing corruption and offering a bribe
The Company has guidelines for preventing corruption and offering a bribe as
follows:
• The Company has guidelines on the giving and receiving of benefits that could
improperly influence decision making that stipulate that they should be conducted
correctly, honestly, and in ways that are certain not to cause condemnation or loss
of reputation. Gifts received by Directors are generally retained within the Company
or distributed within office staff.
• Procurement is to be conducted according to the company’s guidelines and should
be fair to all involved. The procurement’s decisions are to be made on the basis of
reasonable prices, quality, and service, and should stand scrutiny if an investigation
occurs.
• Transaction with government must not be such as to persuade the government or
government officials to do anything wrong or inappropriate. Mutual
acknowledgement and building relations, within the proper bounds and normal
practices, such as offering congratulatory messages and flowers on public
occasions is acceptable.

